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1. ANNEX A: Fitxes de presa de dades 
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2. ANNEX B: Certificació energètica de les propostes LA1 I LA2 
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5. ANNEX E: Traducció a l’anglès dels punts Prefaci, Introducció i Arquitectura, 
construcció i instal·lacions 
 
UPC’s case, ENERGY SAVING PLAN & OPTIMIZATION 
 
Energy Saving Plan 
 
UPC’S Energy Saving Plan it’s focused on services, administration, students, teaching and research 
staffs. The main target is: to decrease a 25% the consume on their campuses on 2014 over 2010. For 
achieving this goal, we've had to watch the main lines of work: 
• Efficient and common responsibility for all UPC buildings. 
• Investments in power efficiency 
• Individual actions of efficiency improvements in infrastructure and outsourcing investment 
for improving and facilities management. 
• Monitoring and energy information management. 
• Progressive growth of the monitoring network and visualization of building consumption data 
via the “SIRENA” system. 
• Optimization Systems of the ICT uptake. 
• Installing “GRANOLA” software in each PC of the UPC. 
The power saving plan targets are only possible with the help and good use of the whole student 
community. That’s why it is so important to awareness and motivate the staff and users of the 
buildings. 
 
With this thought it’s been made the power Saving Guide 2.0 with information, advice and 
participation, encourages you the culture of saving for everybody. 
 
In addition, it’s important to talk about educational initiatives as such as "to work different. Share 
energy" which it’s been taught a training course on collaborative tools focused on administration and 
services staff. 
 
The results exceeded the targets initially set. On the economic view, the total cost of 2012 were 15% 
higher than 2010. However, the decreasing in consumption it’s been saving 0.6 million euro 
compared with the theoretical scenario of constant consumption. The average of the energy price 
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Energy optimization projects (POE) 
 
It is the cooperative work by improving teams in the buildings of the UPC 
campus. POE is an effective tool that it has made easier taking responsibility and 
innovation projects for improving the energy management, worked on all UPC 
buildings. 
 
The 30% of the energy savings in a building can be achieved by organizational and management 
actions, taken by users. This means that it’s possible if we change patterns of use and management, 
without changing the occupancy of the building or having to invest in new facilities. 
 
Energy saving is a priority of the university's sustainability actions, for economic reasons and 





After a pilot phase in 2011 with 13 buildings that gave positive results, the model has been 
established, POE, as a steadily way of reducing the energy demand of UPC buildings. In 2012 there 
were 22 buildings participating. 
 
This is the first step before making rational investments in energy efficiency, which, apart from being 
a cost, could be bad calculated If we don’t think in a reasonable requirements. 
Targets: 
 
• To reduce the energy demand of the building in a maximum way. 
• With management actions, rationalization, reorganization and, encouraging the culture of 
saving. 
• To achieve the economic viability goals. 




• Rationalization actions 
• The implementation of rationalization measures for the use, a change of culture, habits and 
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Inside the VERTEX 
 
During the first half year of 2012 electricity consumption was reduced by 16%. The closing doors of 
August and “Desendolla't” action was a reduction of 34% in consumption, 12% more than last August 
on 2011. 
 
These results exceeded initial expectations and they were the result of collaboration of each one, 
from the maintenance staff to the group of users of Vertex. 
 
Approximately 40% of the consumption is mainly related to the behavior of users, so if you turn off 
lights, computers, make rational use of air conditioning, etc. ... we can save a lot of energy. We invite 
you for further information on the presentation attached and the summary of the Committee for 
Vertex users to save energy. 
 
Energy saving actions: 
 
Before the year's end it must be put in place new actions to save energy, because of the investment  
return with the savings achieved by 2011 (6.500 €), complementing the correct habits that we have 
already incorporated to many users of Vertex. 
 
Energy savings in the production of air conditioning in the Vertex Building 
 
The substitution of natural gas coolers for high efficiency plants has led to a large reduction in energy 
consumption and cost savings of about €34,000. Which, it represents 18% of the investment. 
 
In 2011 started the first phase of the plan for replacing Vertex Building coolers, responsible of the 
production of cold water for the air conditioning. These plants worked with natural gas and had a 
high maintenance cost and consumption. Substitution of electric equipment and better technology 
(powered by magnetic levitation compressors) would lead a significant energy savings. 
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It’s been replaced two of four natural gas coolers currently, and as a result it has been reduced gas 
consumption entirely during the months of May until September (warmer periods when the air 
conditioning is running), generating savings of €34,024 and 154 CO2 tons. The first two phases of the 
plan represented a total investment of €188,971 and during the seasons of spring - summer 2011 and 












The decrease of gas consumption during the period from May to September was 49% in 2011 and 
95% in 2012. The substitution of gas cooler to power one, could cause an increase in electricity 
consumption, however, this increase was not noticeable and has been absorbed by different energy 
saving actions of POE framework . Despite this increasing electricity demand, electricity consumption 
during this period decreased by 10% in 2011 and 15% in 2012. 
 
Is possible to be checked in the graphs, in 2011 initiated a significant decreasing in gas consumption 
until 2012, when it disappeared completely. You can also see how the power consumption decreases 
steadily during the different years studied. Globally, Vertex Building reduced energy consumption - 
considering electricity and gas - 32% in 2011 and 59% in 2012, with a saving of € 45,885 and 180 tons 
of CO2 emissions. 
 
 
Despite not having completed the replacement of four natural gas coolers during the past summer, 
we covered the demand - including the meeting room - with two electric operating simultaneously. It 
was possible after different tests and studying the system operation curves, and allowed the natural 
gas coolers on standby. The intention is to continue with the initiated plan and changing 100% of the 
facility to ensure optimal operation of the installation and durability. 
 
In addition, is necessary to show the high energy performance of coolers installed, and this 
investment means an improvement in terms of durability and reliability, reduced maintenance costs 
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0.1 TARGETS 
 
The targets to be achieved in the realization of this project are: 
 
• To understand the current state of the building under study, to meet its energy performance, 
including energy use, to understand the factors that cause consumption, users habits and all 
factors to be considered. 
 
• To analyze each source of the energy demand of the building, its operation and consumption. 
 
• To evaluate the exergy of the building. 
 
• To identify areas that it isn’t being implemented efficient use of energy and, in which points 
we could make improvements in order to understand how we can help control costs and 
reducing consumption. 
 
• To propose different action ways, in order to reach a higher currently energy savings, and 
considering the goals that managers and users of the building want to consider important. 
 
• To promote the efficient use of our buildings and promoting actions to improve monitoring 
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0.2 METHODOLOGY 
 
To get an accurate and representative report we have to follow a methodology that offers neat and 
accurate data, information and reliable results 
 
The following method its the developed by the UPC  to evaluate their energy buildings. An analysis 
methodology created from the experience. 
 
The basic outline of the development work is organized into four distinct phases. 
 
Phase 1: Data Collection - This is the first phase of the entire audit exercise, it reflects both, 
static and dynamic data, that the building under study provides. To gather all this information 
is very important the collaboration of managers and users of the building to achieve the most 
extensive and accurate information as possible. 
 
Phase 2: Evaluation – In this section we analyze all information previously collected and 
displayed all together in order to reach significant results and give us more information. 
 
Phase 3: Diagnosis and improvement lines - Once the results of the evaluations are 
processed, it is possible to identify the important points in the energy efficiency of the 
building and we are able to know where we can be more accurate defining the improvement 
lines to follow. 
 
Phase 4: Proposed actions - Once you have several lines of improvement, we make a few 
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1. PHASE 1. DATA COLECTION 
 
The objective of this phase is to collect all the information that allows us to understand how the 
building is, how it works, in what condition is and what is its consumption. 
 
We pretend to analyze the static and dynamic data of the building, each type of data requires a 
different working environment and a particular format. That’s why we analyzed separately and with 
an orderly manner. 
 
1.1 STATIC DATA 
 
The static data are those that have no modifications over time due to the influence of occupation, 
climate and constructive factors. 
 
To perform this task of data collection has been used constructive data information obtained from 
the systems project and infrastructure of the building as well as the information obtained through 




The Vertex building was constructed in 1999 in the number 6 of Plaça Eusebi Güell, located 
within the set that forms the North Campus of the UPC. 
 
The building is L-shaped, it has a gross floor area area of 18,708 m2. It is formed by nine 





















Figura 1: Emplaçament de l’edifici Vèrtex 
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The two main facades of the building are facing the south (southeast and southwest). Also, in 
front of these, the building has an inner courtyard. Because of the alone construction of the 




















The main use of the building is administrative and teaching, I also have designated areas for 
external services and a auditorium room and conference rooms. 
 
In the beginning, the Vèrtex building was designed to host master classes and postgrade 
classes from the foundació UPC. 
 
Through some years it has been been transformed to host administrative offices and services 
from UPC and has slowly been changing its use significantly. Especially for the smaller 
percentage of classrooms. 
 
Following up, we show you the data collected from the distribution of the different type of 












Fotografia 1: Edifici Vèrtex, façanes Sud-Est i Sud-Oest 
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Distribution of zones: 
- Reference data: CAD files – Source: Servei de Patrimoni UPC – Annex B 
 
 












































Common area 435,69 
File and storage rooms 543,73 
Maintenance room 152,59 
TOTAL 2.991,81 






Common area 452,35 
File and storage rooms 422,81 
Maintenance room 90,82 
Workrooms 86,92 
TOTAL 2.891,02 
Taula 2: Distribució d'úsos PS3 
Figura 2: Distribució PS4 
Figura 3: Distribució PS3 
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Common area 966,69 
File and storage roms 36,99 
Maintenance room 18,10 
Auditorium and conference rooms 184,95 
TOTAL 2.419,60 







Common area 662,93 
File and storage rooms 51,92 
Maintenance room 89,45 
Auditorium and conference rooms 828,20 
Workrooms 29,01 
Outer services 18,86 
TOTAL 2.851,06 
Taula 4: Distribució d'úsos PS1 
Figura 4: Distribució PS2 
Figura 5:  Distribució PS1 

















































File and storage rooms 32,48 
Outer services 214,19 
Common areas 418,12 
Offices 651,57 
Maintenance room 90,37 
TOTAL 1.406,73 







Common areas 321,09 
File and storage rooms 25,38 
Maintenance rooms 5,45 
Conference rooms 100,89 
TOTAL 1.281,76 
Taula 6: Distribució d'úsos P01 
Figura 6: Distribució P00 
Figura 7: Distribució P01 




















































Common areas 325,39 
File and storage rooms 2,97 
Maintenance room 17,52 
Conference rooms 119,36 
TOTAL 1.200,95 






Common areas 124,57 
File and storage rooms 3,52 
Maintenance room 18,16 
Conference rooms 59,96 
TOTAL 802,57 
Taula 8: Distribució d'úsos P03 
Figura 8: Distribució P02 
Figura 9: Distribució P03 
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Common areas 24,53 
Maintenance room 243,26 
TOTAL 267,79 
Taula 9: Distribució d'úsos PCO Figura 10: Distribució PCO 
Figura 11: Alçat Façana Oest 
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Zone type and areas: 
 






Common areas 3.731,36 
File and storage rooms 1.119,80 
Maintenance rooms 725,72 
Auditorium and conference rooms 1.293,36 
Workroom 115,93 
Outer services 233,05 
Parking 3.697,92 
TOTAL 16.113,29 




















The main uses of the building, without the parking areas, are offices, workspaces and 
common areas with 28% and 21% respectively. The remaining uses are file rooms, 
workrooms, meeting rooms, external services, which do not use as representative areas are 









Figura 12: Gràfic de repartiment dels úsos dels espais 
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1.1.2 BUILDING SYSTEM 
 
In this section, the building is described constructively analyzing all the elements in the 
thermal envelope. Building materials and construction solutions are described in detail. 
 
This way is very useful when trying to understand how the building works thermally. One can 
understand how it interacts with its environment and then discover the impact that it can 
have in relation with their energy demand. 
 
All facades are made by solid brick, air chamber, polyurethane foam L35, hollow brick and 
gypsum plaster with a thickness of 30 cm. 
 
The openings of the main façades comprise 22% of the surface. 
 
Following up a description table is attached of all the the walls and partitions. In addition to 
possible changes,  all the elements have been checked and a visual inspection has been 
made. 
 

























SLOPING ROOF   Km 0,425 
Material Thickness T (W/m·K) R (m2·K/W) 
Outside Air Asc. flux     0,050 
Ceramic tiles 0,040 0,814 0,049 1 
Asbestos cement celing 0,040 0,081 0,494 2 
Mineral wool I 30-50 0,060 0,042 1,429 3 
Air chamber Asc. flux. > 15cm 0,300   0,160 4 
Gypsum plaster 0,015 0,186 0,081 5 
Inside Air  Asc. flux     0,090 
SERVICE FLAT ROOF   Km 0,482 
Material Thickness T (W/m·K) R (m2·K/W) 
Outside Air Asc. flux     0,050 
Terrazzo 0,025 1,744 0,010 1 
Cement mortar 0,020 1,400 0,014 2 
Mineral wool I 30-50 0,060 0,042 1,429 3 
Asphalt cloth 0,150 0,190 0,026 4 
Granulated concrete 0,150 0,670 0,224 5 
Air chamber Asc. flux > 15cm 0,300   0,160 6 
Gypsum plaster 0,015 0,186 0,081 7 
Inside Air  Asc. flux     0,090 





















































FACADE   Km 0,406 
 Material Thickness T (W/m·K) R (m2·K/W) 
 Outside Air Horitz. flux     0,060 
 Brick 0,125 0,760 0,164 1 
Air chamber Horitz. flux < 5cm 0,050   0,180 2 
Polyurethane foam I 35 0,040 0,023 1,739 3 
Hollow brick 0,070 0,490 0,143 4 
Gypsum plaster 0,020 0,300 0,067 5 
Inside Air Horitz. flux     0,110 
 
INTERIOR WALLS   Km 1,862 
Material Thickness T (W/m·K) R (m2·K/W) 
Outside Air Horitz. flux     0,110 
Gypsum plaster 0,020 0,300 0,067 1 
Hollow brick 0,090 0,490 0,184 2 
Gypsum plaster 0,020 0,300 0,067 3 
Inside Air Horitz. flux     0,110 
CONTAINMENT WALL   Km 0,95 
Material Thickness T (W/m·K) R (m2·K/W) 
Reinforced concrete  wall < 60cm 0,600 1,400 0,429 
Air chamber Horitz. flux < 5cm 0,050   0,180 1 
Brick 0,014 0,490 0,286 2 
Gypsum plaster 0,020 0,300 0,067 3 
Inside Air  Asc. flux     0,090 
PARKING FLAT ROOF   Km 0,653 
Material Thickness T (W/m·K) R (m2·K/W) 
Inside Air  Desc. flux     0,170 
Stoneware terrazzo 0,040 1,047 0,038 1 
Air chamber Desc. flux < 15cm 0,120   0,210 2 
Cement mortar 0,020 1,400 0,014 3 
Fibra de vidre tipus I 10 - 18 0,040 0,044 0,909 4 
Reinforced concrete 0,250 1,630 0,150 5 
Outside Air  Asc. flux     0,050 
































This section lists the characteristics of systems and devices which the building tries to 
respond to the demands of comfort and service to its users. It describes the whole HVAC 
system, lighting system and other equipment which is a thermal load or consumption within 
the building. 
 






For heat production, the building has two boilers with a heat output of 460kW each, brand 
Viessman Mod. TN046 that run on natural gas. They have a capacity of about 600L and can 
work up to 4 bars. The boilers are made of good quality and devolpe a good performance. 
These boilers are located in the central area of the roof plant. 
 
For the heat production, there is a standard temperature of 30 °C, below of this temperature 




INTERIOR FLAT ROOF   Km 1,681 
Material Thickness T (W/m·K) R (m2·K/W) 
Inside Air  Desc. flux     0,170 
Terrazzo stoneware 0,030 1,450 0,021 1 
Cement mortar 0,020 1,400 0,014 2 
Reinforced concrete 0,250 1,630 0,150 3 
Gypsum plaster 0,020 0,300 0,067 4 
Outside Air  Asc. flux     0,050 
WINDOW GLASS   Km 3,1 
Material Thickness T (W/m·K) R (m2·K/W) 
Outside Air Horitz. flux.     0,110 
Glass 0,006 0,950 0,006 
Air chamber < 10 mm 0,006   0,140 
Glass 0,006 0,950 0,006 
Inside Air Horitz. flux     0,110 



























For the cold production, the Vertex Building has 4 chillers. Time before, the cold production 
system consisted of four coolers - heat pumps Climaveneta that run on natural gas, with a 
cooling capacity of 276 kW each. In 2012 they conducted the replacement of two of these for 
new coolers compressors that use magnetic levitation. These two new chillers operate with 
electricity and also have a cooling capacity of 275 kW. 
 




















HEAT GENERATOS           
Type Amount Heat power Power / Kw Total Power (kw) 
Boiler (CA01) 
2 460 460 920 
WIESSMAN PAROMAT TRIPLEX RN RV7KR 
HEAT GENERATORS TOTAL POWER (Kw) 920 
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For the cold production, there is a standard temperature of 10 °C, below of this temperature 






Distribution system of heating and cooling of the building are based on two circuits, a 
primary and a secondary 4 tube system: Hot and cold water and the return of both. These 





ELECTROPUMPS   
                  




power Brand and Model Total 


















































CHILLER - CLIMAVENETA  GAS COMPRESSOR 2 276 7,6 20,2 552 
CHILLER - CLIMAVENETA ELEC MAGNET LEVITATION 
COMPRESSOR 
2 275   0 550 
COLD GENERATORS TOTAL POWER (Kw) 1.102 
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As shown in the picture, the distribution circuit of wàter, in the uncovered areas, is well 
insulated with a layer of polyurethane foam thick enough to save losses, both, cold circuit 
and heat circuit. 
 




This building has a system of renewal and air treatment based on air conditioners and fans 
located in the ceiling of the toilets, which distribute the treated air through a duct system 
located also in the ceilings. Ducts expulsion grates are located at the top of the rooms in 
order to renew the air by freecooling. 
 
There are different models of air conditioners with different powers depending on the 
















Air conditioners specifications         
Reference CL01 CL02 CL03 CL04 CL05 CL06 CL07 CL08 CL09 



























Cold Power W 3.334 3.339   60.740 3.663 60.740 4.351 3.396 4.395 
Heat Power W 5.515 5.523   24.069 6.058 24.069 7.196 5.617 7.269 
Associated 
Fan 
VE01 VE02 VE03 VE04 VE03 VE06 VE07 VE08 VE09 
Fan power Kw 0,54 0,54 0,54 1,35 0,54 1,35 0,54 0,54 0,54 
Flow (l/s) 210 211   1.224 231 1.224 274 214 277 
DISTRIBUTION DUCTS       
Type Insulate method 
Galvanized steel   45 mm of fiberglas skin and aluminum foil 
Classes B1,B2,B3,M1,M2,3 i A1   
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Fan Coils 
 
For temperature control, there is a fan coil system. Which are spread by the totallity of the 
conditioned rooms. They are fed by a four tube system (hot and cold water and returns) and 
that achieves the simultaneous demands of hot and cold that can be demanded at stations 
such as spring or fall. There are different capacities according to conditioning area. 
 
Fan Coils Specifications 
                
                
                  
Reference FC.02 FC.03 FC.04 FC.05 FC.06 FC.07 FC.08 FC.09 FC.10 
Execution V V V V V V V H H 
Envelope YES YES YES YES YES YES YES NO NO 
Subjection Floor Floor Floor Floor Floor Floor Floor Top Top 
System 4T 4T 4T 4T 4T 4T 4T 4T 4T 
Brand RHOSS RHOSS RHOSS RHOSS RHOSS RHOSS RHOSS RHOSS RHOSS 
Model BRIO 25 BRIO 30 BRIO 35 BRIO 40 BRIO 45 BRIO 60 BRIO 80 RH1 OI/E RH4 OI/E 
                      
Cold properties                   
Selecton condition 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 
Feeling power (W) 1.017 1.285 1.478 1.870 2.040 2.885 3.986 702 2.493 
Total power (W) 1.058 1.344 1.537 1.938 2.108 2.994 4.159 810 3.033 
Max flow (l/s) 0,051 0,064 0,073 0,093 0,101 0,143 0,199 0,039 0,145 
DN DN15 DN15 DN15 DN15 DN15 DN20 DN20 DN15 DN20 
∆ P (kPa) 8,0 7,0 5,0 1,0 4,0 5,0 7,0 1,2 1,2 
                      
Heat properties                   
Power (W) 1.336 2.208 2.208 2.990 2.990 3.821 5.562 1.062 3.033 
Max flow (l/s) 0,032 0,053 0,053 0,071 0,071 0,091 0,133 0,025 0,072 
DN DN15 DN15 DN15 DN15 DN15 DN15 DN15 DN15 DN15 
∆ P (kPa) 1,0 3,0 3,0 1,0 1,0 2,0 5,0 1,2 1,2 
 
The entire climate system is monitored and controlled automatically by the program of 
management SAUTER. This regulates the on and off and the temperature of different areas 
of the building. 
 
There is a selected temperature of 21 º C to 26 º C where Fancoils generate hot or cold air if 
temperatures exceed any of these. There are areas where the management of the 
temperature can be regulated by independent thermostats in manual mode. 
 





In the building there are different types of lights distributed by the different areas. For data 
collection were used the PECR tabs of Vertex and building managers were interviewed to see 
if there have been changes. 
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According to the managers, only a few lights have been replaced by a new permanent system 
LED. This substitution was carried out in only a very small percentage, less than 1%. 
 
Following up here is an attached table of all the lights on each floor, shown with its individual 




PS4       P00       
Element Pot. W Amount 
Total 
kW 
Element Pot. W Amount 
Total 
kW 
Fluorescent (1 x 58 W) 58 83 4,81 Fluorescent (1 x 58 W) 58 151 8,76 
Fluorescent (1 x 36 W) 36 4 0,14 Fluorescent (1 x 36 W) 36 2 0,07 
Fluorescent (2 x 36 W) 72 100 7,20 Fluorescent (2 x 36 W) 72 21 1,51 
Fluorescent (2 x 26 W) 52 2 0,10 Fluorescent (2 x 26 W) 52 11 0,57 
Fluorescent (1 x 13 W) 13 8 0,10 Fluorescent (1 x 13 W) 13 0 0,00 
Fluorescent (2 x 13 W) 26 5 0,13 Fluorescent (2 x 13 W) 26 54 1,40 
Fluorescent (1 x 18 W) 18 14 0,25 Fluorescent (1 x 18 W) 18 14 0,25 
Fluorescent (1 x 8 W) 8 48 0,38 Fluorescent (1 x 8 W) 8 43 0,34 
Incandescent (1 x 1,2 
W) 
1,2 0 0,00 
Incandescent (1 x 1,2 
W) 
1,2 0 0,00 
Halogen (QT 32/250 
W) 
250 0 0,00 
Halogen (QT 32/250 
W) 
250 0 0,00 
Total power:   
13,13K
w 
Total power: 12,91Kw 
PS3       P01       
Element Pot. W Amount 
Total 
kW 
Element Pot. W Amount 
Total 
kW 
Fluorescent (1 x 58 W) 58 81 4,70 Fluorescent (1 x 58 W) 58 171 9,92 
Fluorescent (1 x 36 W) 36 4 0,14 Fluorescent (1 x 36 W) 36 4 0,14 
Fluorescent (2 x 36 W) 72 30 2,16 Fluorescent (2 x 36 W) 72 4 0,29 
Fluorescent (2 x 26 W) 52 0 0,00 Fluorescent (2 x 26 W) 52 0 0,00 
Fluorescent (1 x 13 W) 13 5 0,07 Fluorescent (1 x 13 W) 13 8 0,10 
Fluorescent (2 x 13 W) 26 0 0,00 Fluorescent (2 x 13 W) 26 25 0,65 
Fluorescent (1 x 18 W) 18 11 0,20 Fluorescent (1 x 18 W) 18 11 0,20 
Fluorescent (1 x 8 W) 8 31 0,25 Fluorescent (1 x 8 W) 8 44 0,35 
Incandescent (1 x 1,2 
W) 
1,2 0 0,00 
Incandescent (1 x 1,2 
W) 
1,2 0 0,00 
Halogen (QT 32/250 
W) 
250 0 0,00 
Halogen (QT 32/250 
W) 
250 0 0,00 
Total power:   7,51Kw Total power: 11,65Kw 
PS2       P02       
Element Pot. W Amount 
Total 
kW 
Element Pot. W Amount 
Total 
kW 
Fluorescent (1 x 58 W) 58 326 18,91 Fluorescent (1 x 58 W) 58 183 10,61 
Fluorescent (1 x 36 W) 36 4 0,14 Fluorescent (1 x 36 W) 36 4 0,14 
Fluorescent (2 x 36 W) 72 25 1,80 Fluorescent (2 x 36 W) 72 4 0,29 
Fluorescent (2 x 26 W) 52 0 0,00 Fluorescent (2 x 26 W) 52 18 0,94 
Fluorescent (1 x 13 W) 13 10 0,13 Fluorescent (1 x 13 W) 13 10 0,13 
Fluorescent (2 x 13 W) 26 23 0,60 Fluorescent (2 x 13 W) 26 29 0,75 
Fluorescent (1 x 18 W) 18 12 0,22 Fluorescent (1 x 18 W) 18 12 0,22 
Fluorescent (1 x 8 W) 8 53 0,42 Fluorescent (1 x 8 W) 8 39 0,31 
Incandescent (1 x 1,2 
W) 
1,2 0 0,00 
Incandescent (1 x 1,2 
W) 
1,2 0 0,00 
Halogen (QT 32/250 
W) 
250 0 0,00 
Halogen (QT 32/250 
W) 




Total power: 13,39Kw 
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PS1       P03       
Element Power W Amount 
Total 
kW 
Element Power W Amount 
Total 
kW 
Fluorescent (1 x 58 W) 58 222 12,88 Fluorescent (1 x 58 W) 58 139 8,06 
Fluorescent (1 x 36 W) 36 4 0,14 Fluorescent (1 x 36 W) 36 3 0,11 
Fluorescent (2 x 36 W) 72 10 0,72 Fluorescent (2 x 36 W) 72 7 0,50 
Fluorescent (2 x 26 W) 52 97 5,04 Fluorescent (2 x 26 W) 52 54 2,81 
Fluorescent (1 x 13 W) 13 22 0,29 Fluorescent (1 x 13 W) 13 1 0,01 
Fluorescent (2 x 13 W) 26 69 1,79 Fluorescent (2 x 13 W) 26 15 0,39 
Fluorescent (1 x 18 W) 18 15 0,27 Fluorescent (1 x 18 W) 18 12 0,22 
Fluorescent (1 x 8 W) 8 83 0,66 Fluorescent (1 x 8 W) 8 23 0,18 
Incandescent (1 x 1,2 
W) 
1,2 50 0,06 
Incandescent (1 x 1,2 
W) 
1,2 0 0,00 
Halogen (QT 32/250 
W) 
250 44 11,00 
Halogen (QT 32/250 
W) 




Total power: 12,29Kw 
 
It can be seen that most of the lights are fluorescent type of 58W and 36W. Such lamps are 
equipped with electronic ballast. These are the ones which illuminates the classroom areas 
and the administrative zones. 
 
In general, the lighting system is managed by the program SAUTER, from which you can 
manipulate on and off in different areas. In addition, there are areas where manual control 
panels can be manipulated. Basically, the light control is governed by the zoning of these 
areas and by occupation. 
 
The light schedule is set by the program SAUTER from 5:45 to 23:00 pm at P01 and P02 and 
up 22.00h to the other floors. 
 
















1.1.3.3 Other equipment 
 
Aside from HVAC and lighting Systems we should realize all the systems that represent a 
thermal load or consumes a remarkable energy. In the case of the Vertex building, since it is 
an administrative and educational building, there are a number of computers and 
telecommunications systems on it. The administrative zones are those which bring greater 
load due to personal computers, phones and faxes, printers, etc., which have continuous use 
throughout the day. 
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In the classroom areas, equipment load decreases because there is only one set of computer, 
projector and sound system for each class and its use is occasional. 
 
Other equipment to consider are the copying machines. These can pose a considerable 
consumption depending on their use and this was related to the amount of service you wish 
to attend. 
 
The following table shows the amount of equipment for each floor and power: 
 
Element Power (W) 
Floor 
Total power (kW) 
PS4 PS3 PS2 PS1 P00 P01 P02 P03 
Computers 200 1 4 164 119 58 70 40 58 102,8 
Printers, scanner 15 0 0 4 21 19 18 14 12 1,32 
Copying Machines 700 0 0 0 4 2 0 3 2 7,7 
Other 21150 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 21,15 
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6. ANNEX F: Plànols 
 
 















